reversed baseline conditional discriminations after the emergence of equivalence classes. College students' performance was consistent with the reversed baselines in subsequent symmetry tests, but was consistent with pre reversal baselines in transitivity tests. The present study replicated systematically Pilgrim and Galizio's experiment. Following the emergence of two four-members equivalence classes, 9 college students were exposed to reversal of a baseline conditional discrimination, training of a new conditional discrimination , reversal of another baseline conditional discrimination, and return to the original baseline. Both symmetry and transitivity performances were consistent with the reversed baselines for most participants. These results may be due to increased strength of the reversed baselines, trained with continuous reinforcement and reviewed before probes, whereas Pilgrim and Galizio trained reversals with intermittent reinforcement in the context of probing. The use of different stimuli and stimulus display may have also affected the results.
BA emerges in the absence of direct training (e.g., Sidman, Rauzin, Lazar, Cunningham, Tail by, & Carrigan, 1982) . If a relation BC is also taught, then the property of transitivity is usually shown: The relation AC emerges in the absence of direct training (e.g., Lynch & Cuvo, 1995; Stromer & Osborne, 1982) . The property of reflexivity is documented when participants also prove capable, without direct training, of matching each sample to an identical comparison. On the basis of mathematical set theory, argue that if a relation between stimuli possesses the properties of reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity, the relation is one of equivalence and the related stimuli comprise classes of equivalent stimuli (A 1, B1 , and C1 are members of a class, whereas A2, B2, and C2 are members of another class, and so forth).
This formulation of stimulus equivalence has stimulated much research and theorizing, leading to a behavioral analysis of symbolic behavior (Hayes, 1991; Sidman, 1986 Sidman, , 1994 and to powerful applications to teaching and rehabilitation (e.g., Cowley, Green, & BraunlingMcMorrow, 1992; de Rose, de Souza, & Hanna, 1996; Lynch & Cuvo, 1995; Matos & D'Oliveira, 1992; Stromer, Mackay, & Stoddard, 1992) .
Although the basic equivalence phenomena seem robust and highly replicable, the literature shows also some puzzling findings, not easily amenable to the logic of equivalence. For instance, Pilgrim and Galizio (1990) taught relations AB and AC to college students. After appropriate tests documented the formation of two classes of equivalent stimuli (A1/B1/C1 , and A2IB2IC2), one of the baseline conditional relations was reversed: Sample A 1 was now related to comparison C2, and sample A2 was related to comparison C1. Symmetry tests conducted after this new baseline yielded the expected results. Students selected comparison A 1 conditionally upon sample C2, and comparison A2 conditionally upon sample C1 . However, the results of transitivity tests were surprising: Students continued selecting comparison C1 conditionally upon sample B1 , and comparison C2 upon sample B2, as well as comparison B1 conditionally upon sample C1 , and comparison B2 upon sample C2, exactly as they did before the reversal of baseline relations. replicated this study with a more complex training design and additional controls and found similar results. Pilgrim and Galizio (1996) suggest that these findings call for a revision in the concept of stimulus equivalence, because the properties of symmetry and transitivity seem to function as independent controlling relations, instead of as a fundamental and integrated process with properties of an equivalence relation.
However, the studies of Galizio (1990, 1995) have certain atypical features, as compared with other equivalence studies. They used three-dimensional objects as stimuli, presented via a Wisconsin General Test Apparatus, and partiCipants responded by lifting the stimulus, to reveal a token underneath. Stimuli in most other equivalence studies are abstract two-dimensional shapes, typically presented on the screen of a computer monitor. De Rose (1996) presented preliminary data suggesting that such topographical variables may affect the outcome of equivalence tests conducted after complex train ing designs. Pilgrim and Galizio's sequence of training and testing cond itions was also atypical. After the original baseline was trained, reinforcement probability was reduced to 50% and probe trials were interspersed within the baseline. Reversal training was conducted with intermittent reinforcement and probe trials mixed with baseline. Reversed baselines were never presented with continuous reinforcement and in the absence of probing. These reversed baseline conditions differed from those under which the original classes were established and may have affected the probe outcome (see discussion).
The purpose of the present study was to assess the generality of the results of . Their procedures were replicated systematically using a more typical response topography and stimulus display, and changing the sequence of training conditions, such that baseline reviews preceded probing.
Method

Participants
Eight college students (6 female, 2 male) and 1 high school student (JUL, female), aged 17 to 22, were recruited through personal contacts. They were not psychology majors and were not enrolled in courses taught by the experimenters in the current term. Participants were informed that the study consisted of a learning task, and that the goal was to make as many correct responses as possible.
Apparatus
Two microcomputers (Macintosh Performa CD 630 and 6320), with MTS software (Dube & Hiris, 1997) were used to present stimuli and record data. Stimuli were abstract line drawings (black lines over a white background), presented on 6-x 6-cm white "windows" on the gray background of the computer screen. The windows were located at the center, upper left, upper right, lower left, and lower right of the screen. Figure 1 presents the stimulus sets used in the experiment.
General Procedure
Experimental sessions comprised blocks of conditional discrimination trials. Blocks followed one another without interruption or signal; the number of blocks in each session varied along the experimental phases, depending on the number of conditional discriminations being trained. Each trial began with the presentation of the sample stimulus on the center window. As an observing response, participants moved the mouse in order to displace an arrow-shaped cursor, positioning it within the sample window and clicking the mouse button. Presentation of two comparison stimuli in two of the outer windows followed this observing response. The sample remained present. The student then selected one of the comparison stimuli, placing the cursor within its window and clicking the mouse button. In each conditional discrimination, two samples alternated irregularly across trials (e.g., A 1 and A2); two comparison stimuli (e.g., C1 and C2) appeared on every trial in randomized positions. Conditional discriminations were schematically designated by the letter corresponding to the samples followed by the letter corresponding to the comparisons (e.g., AC). For each sample, selection of one of the comparison stimuli was arbitrarily designated as correct. For instance, when the sample was A 1, selections of C1 were considered correct, and selections of C2 were considered correct when the sample was A2. In conditional discrimination reversals that occurred later in the study, the experimenter changed the comparison stimuli considered correct in the presence of each sample. During training, a sound and the presentation of an animated picture on the screen (moving multicolored stars) followed correct selections; a 4-s time-out followed incorrect selections. No differential consequences were presented in blocks with probe trials and in the immediately preceding baseline blocks. The intertrial interval (ITI) was 4 s; responses during the ITI postponed the beginning of the next trial for 4 s. The positions of correct selections were balanced over trials. The correct comparison for each sample appeared equally often on each position on the screen; a sample stimulus could appear in no more than three consecutive trials.
Sequence of Experimental Conditions
Pre training. Pretraining consisted of 60 trials, to acquaint the participants with the matching-to-sample procedure, and to teach them how to select stimuli using the mouse. The stimuli (X1' X 2 ; Y 1, Y 2, also abstract two-dimensional forms) were different from the stimuli used in the experiment. On the first trial each participant was instructed to click the mouse button on the sample stimulus X1 and then to select one of the two stimuli (Y 1, Y 2) that appeared within the outer windows. Eight consecutive trials with stimulus X1 as the sample (and Y 1 and Y 2 as comparisons) were followed by eight consecutive trials with X2 as the sample. Then, the alternation between the two sample stimuli occurred after four consecutive trials (four times) and after three consecutive trials (four times) with the same sample stimulus. During the remaining 16 trials, the two samples alternated randomly. The criterion to end pretraining was 100 % of correct responses during the last 16 trials.
Phase 1: Original baseline. Training conditional discriminations AC, BC, and AD and testing equivalence. Each conditional relation was trained and then mixed with the previously trained relations. The AC conditional discrimination was trained first. A block of 16 AC trials was repeated until the participant made two or less errors. If the block was repeated three consecutive times and this criterion was not achieved, the session ended, and the next session began with the same block. These criteria were used throughout the experiment for blocks that trained new conditional discrimination~ or reviewed those already trained. After criterion was met, the BC relation was trained. Then, the two types of relations were mixed in a block comprising 16 trials (8 AC and 8 BC). The AD relation was then trained. The following block comprised 24 trials, mixing 8 of each relation (AC, BC, and AD). After participants attained the criterion of two or less errors in a block of trials, this block was repeated without differential consequences, in preparation for the introduction of probe trials. A message printed on the screen preceded this block. The English translation of this message was: "From now on the computer will not always signal if your choices are correct or incorrect. Please continue." If the criterion was not achieved in the block without differential consequences, these were reintroduced in the following block and the sequence was repeated until the criterion was reached.
Probes for class formation were interspersed within this conditional discrimination baseline. Reflexivity tests were conducted first (AA, BB, CC, and DO, 4 trials of each, interspersed within 36 baseline trials). Symmetry tests followed (CA, CB, and DA, 8 trials each, interspersed within 36 baseline trials). Transitivity/equivalence tests were then conducted (AB, BA, BD, and DB; 4 trials of each, interspersed within 24 baseline trials). Each probe block was repeated until a stability criterion was attained. This criterion was the absence of a systematic (increasing or decreasing) trend in probe performance for three consecutive blocks. Before the introduction of each test, the baseline was reviewed in the absence of probes. The first block of baseline trials was run in extinction, but if more than two errors occurred, then the differential consequences were reintroduced and the sequence was repeated until the criterion was reached without differential consequences.
Phase 2: AD reversal (A 1 D 2 ; A 2 D 1 ). The AD conditional discrimination was then reversed. Selections of 0 1 were now considered correct conditionally upon sample A 2 , whereas selections of O 2 were correct conditionally upon sample 0 1 . AD trials were interspersed among AC and BC trials. After the learning criterion was met, differential consequences were withdrawn, and tests for class formation (reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity/equivalence) were repeated. Then, another block of transitivity/equivalence tests was conducted, including, for the first time, CD and DC trials (2 trials each, of AB, BA, BD, DB, CD, and DC, interspersed within 24 baseline trials). This was done to replicate the testing sequence conducted by : As a control condition, they presented some types of probe trials only after the conditional discrimination reversal , so that performance on these probes could not be affected by pre reversal performance.
Phase 3: Training conditional discrimination DE. Phase 3 introduced the new conditional discrimination DE. In study, the purpose of this phase was to verity "how E stimuli would be treated on transitivity/equivalence trials. Given that E stimuli could only become class members via their relation to 0 stimuli, and given that the original AD relation had been reversed, performances on transitivity trials involving E stimuli could provide an independent index of the relation between 0 stimuli and other class members" (pp. 226-227). The first training block in this phase contained 16 DE trials. As in the preceding phases, this training block was repeated until the participant made two or less errors. When criterion was achieved, DE trials were mixed with AC, BC, and AD (reversed) trials. After the learning criterion was met, differential consequences were withdrawn as in the preceding phases, and tests for class formation were conducted. EE trial types were added in reflexivity tests (four probes of each relation, within 40 baseline trials), and ED trial types on symmetry tests (eight probes of each relation within 32 baseline trials). Transitivity/equivalence tests were presented in two blocks: one exactly like in the other phase, and another with two probe trials each of relations AE, EA, BE, EB, CE, and EC, interspersed within 32 baseline trials.
Phase 4: BC reversal (B 1 C 2 ; B 2 C 1 ). In Phase 4, the BC relation was reversed : selections of C 1 were now considered correct conditionally upon sample B 2 , whereas selections of C 2 were correct conditionally upon sample B 1 . The reversed BC trials were interspersed among the other baseline trial types with differential consequences. After the learning criterion was met, differential consequences were withdrawn as in the preceding phase, and tests for class formation were conducted exactly as in the preceding phase.
Phase 5: Return to baseline conditions. In Phase 5, conditional discriminations AD and BC reversed again, reinstating the original relations of Phase 1. There were no changes in the other conditional discriminations. After participants attained criterion, tests were conducted as in the preceding phase.
Results
Pretraining, Baseline, Reflexivity, and Symmetry
All participants learned the conditional discriminations to criterion during the original baseline and showed the formation of two 4-member equivalence classes (A 1, B1, C1, D1; A2, B2, C2, D2). On subsequent phases, the baseline performances were highly accurate before each test and also during tests.
Out of 9 participants, 8 selected the comparison identical to the sample on all reflexivity probes. JUL always selected the nonidentical comparison in Phases 1, 3, and 4, but selected the identical comparison in Phase 2 after the AD reversal.
When AD relations were reversed in Phase 2, the participants also reversed their choices on DA symmetry probes (Le., they chose A2 given D1 and A 1 given D2), whereas performance on other symmetry trial types (CA and CB) remained consistent with the original baseline. In Phases 3 and 4, 8 participants continued to respond in DA trials consistent with the reversed baseline. The DE conditional discrimination proved symmetrical for all participants. After BC reversal, in Phase 4, all participants selected C2 given B1 and C1 given B2. Finally, when the original baselines were reinstated in Phase 5, symmetry responding returned immediately to the patterns seen before the reversals. classes. The rows show data for each experimental phase. The predictions for class reorganization are shown in the boxed insert at the right along each line. Performances were considered consistent with the original baseline when no more than three inconsistent choices occurred on three consecutive blocks of probes for class formation (at least 87.5% of choices consistent with the original baseline in 24 trials for symmetry probes and 75% in 12 trials for transitivity/equivalence probes). Performances were considered consistent with the reversed baseline when no more than two inconsistent choices occurred on three consecutive blocks of probes (at least 91.6% of choices consistent with the reversed baseline on symmetry probe trials and 83.3% on transitivity/equivalence probe trials). Performances that did not achieve any of these criteria were considered inconsistent. Different criteria for consistency with the original and reversed baselines were established in order to increase the validity of eventual conclusions against replication of the original results, because they would be based on a more stringent criterion. The Appendix presents, for each participant, the percentage of trials consistent with the original baseline, for the last three blocks of each probe type, in each condition. Figure 2 shows that when the AD relations were reversed (Phase 2) 6 participants reversed their choices on BD/DB trial types. When CD/DC probe trials were introduced, 7 participants responded consistently with the AD reversed baseline. These performances were maintained after DE was trained (Phase 3). On the trial types involving E stimuli, responding was consistent with the modified baseline for the same 7 students who had been showing reversed performances on the other trial types. After BC reversal (Phase 4) , 8 students performed consistently with the equivalence classes predicted from the new baseline. Performances on transitivity/equivalence probes became again consistent with the original conditional discriminations when these were reinstated in Phase 5.
Discussion
In the present study most participants showed a reorganization of equivalence classes after reversal of baseline relations. These results are not consistent with previous studies that have not found reorganization of equivalence classes after baseline reversals (Pilgrim, Chambers, & Galizio, 1995; Pilgrim & Galizio, 1990 Saunders, Saunders, Kirby, & Spradlin, 1988) . Perhaps the most puzzling result was obtained by Galizio (1990, 1995) . In these studies, college students first displayed equivalence classes and then one of the baseline relations was reversed. Participants performed consistently with the reversed baseline on symmetry probes, but responded according to the prereversal baseline in transitivity probes. This pattern was maintained after another baseline relation was reversed. see also Pilgrim & Galizio, 1996) argued that this dissociation between symmetry and transitivity poses a problem for a unified concept of stimulus equivalence.
Consistent with the logic of equivalence, however, the present study shows that classes may indeed reorganize after baseline reversals. The question posed, then, is what variables are involved in class reorganization. Because the methods of this study differ in several respects from the studies of Galizio (1990, 1995) , the discrepancies are to be accounted for in terms of methodological variables.
Important methodological variables are related to the training conditions of original and reversed baselines. Galizio (1990, 1995) trained the original baselines with continuous reinforcement; after criterion was achieved, reinforcement probability was reduced to 50% and probes were introduced. Then they trained reversals, with intermittent reinforcement and in the context of probing. Responding in postreversal probes indicate that, for most students, both the original and the reversed conditional discriminations influenced responding. In the present study, however, reversal training was done with continuous reinforcement and without interspersed probes, and baselines were reviewed before each test. Postreversal probe responding of most students was influenced by the most recent history.
Different training conditions may have affected the relative strength of the original and reversed stimulus control relations. Mcllvane (1996, 1997) use the term stimulus control topographies for different stimulus control relations and suggest that they may be treated as distinct operants, with their relative resistance to change described by the law of behavioral momentum (Nevin, 1992; Nevin, Mandell, & Atack, 1983) .
Because in the studies of Galizio (1990, 1995) the original stimulus control relation was continuously reinforced, and the reversed one was reinforced intermittently, we could predict, on the basis of behavioral momentum, that the original baseline would be more resistant to change and therefore would still influence performance on post-reversal probes. The variability in performance of the partiCipants of these studies suggest influence of both controlling relations, with the reversed one tending to prevail on symmetry probes and the original one tending to prevail on transitivity probes. Perhaps symmetry probes suffered more influence from the reversed baseline because they presented the same pairs of stimuli (e.g., A1/D2, and A21D1), reversing their functions of sample and comparison. In the present study, training the reversed baseline with continuous reinforcement and reviewing it before testings possibly increased its resistance to change relatively to the prereversal baseline.
There is, however, another possible explanation for the discrepancies in the results. In the present study, as well as in that of , the original history established the conditional relations A 1/D1 and A2ID2. Therefore, D1 became a member of the class A1/B1/C1/D1, whereas D2 became a member of the class A21B2IC2ID2. Reversal training established conditional relations A 1 ID2 and A2ID1 . If both of these histories influenced responding in postreversal probes, the classes would have a common member, merging in a larger class, and probe responding would be determined by other variables. The classes would not merge, however, if contextual stimuli controlled choices of D1 and D2 in the presence of A1, as well as in the presence of A2 (cf. Bush, Sidman, & de Rose, 1989) . The baseline reviews that preceded each test in the present study may have functioned as contextual cues defining the class membership after reversals.
These explanations in terms of behavioral momentum and contextual control are not incompatible. If this analysis is correct, reversals of baseline relations could produce different outcomes in subsequent tests, depending on behavioral momentum and contextual control. Behavioral momentum could strengthen one baseline relative to the other, yielding equivalence classes consistent with the stronger baseline. If, however, both baselines retained similar strength, class membership could be determined only on the basis of contextual control. In the absence of contextual control, probe performance would be inconsistent with the logic of equivalence.
Other methodological aspects may also account for discrepancies in the results. De Rose (1996) presented preliminary data showing that formation of complex classes is much affected by response topography. He suggested that response topography may affect the probability of stimulus control relations. Some topographies may bias toward selections controlled by the relation between the sample and the S+ comparisons, whereas other topographies may increase the probability of responding controlled by the rejection of the incorrect comparison (sample -Srelation). According to Carrigan and Sidman (1992) , sample -S-relations interfere with the expected equivalence classes. In the present study, response topography and stimulus display were very different than in the studies by Galizio (1990, 1995) , and may have accounted, at least in part, for the discrepancy in the results.
These analyses are speculative, but they suggest the need to investigate procedural variables, specially when the outcomes of equivalence tests are different from those predicted by the logic of equivalence. Failures to obtain equivalences have led to much theorizing, in which failures are attributed to characteristics of the participants (e.g., Horne & Lowe, 1996) or to class structure (e.g. , Fields, Adams, Verhave, & Newman, 1993) . However, equivalence, like any complex behavior, must be a function of multiple procedural variables, and it may not be accounted solely on the basis of the logical structure of classes or the linguistic repertoire of the participants. 
